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Plan of the Talk

Decision Procedures (for fragment of logical languages, often modulo
theories) are widely used in computer science applications and very
often they need to be modularly integrated and composed.
• Part I :Combined Constraint Satisfiability: the disjoint case.
• Part II : Combined interpolation.
• Part III :Combined Constraint Satisfiability: the non-disjoint case.
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Part I

Combined CS: the Disjoint Case
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§1. Statement of the Problem
Let T be a first-order theory (in a first-order signature with equality Σ)
and let Γ be finite set of literals. We are asked whether there is a
model of T satisfying Γ. We call this the constraint satisfiability (CS
for short) problem for T .
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Notice that Γ may contain free variables: it should be clear from above
that these variables are meant to be existentially (and not universally)
quantified.
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§1. Statement of the Problem
Let T be a first-order theory (in a first-order signature with equality Σ)
and let Γ be finite set of literals. We are asked whether there is a
model of T satisfying Γ. We call this the constraint satisfiability (CS
for short) problem for T .
Notice that Γ may contain free variables: it should be clear from above
that these variables are meant to be existentially (and not universally)
quantified.
Modules for T -constraint satisfiability are used by SMT-solvers when
checking (partial) assignments found by the propositional SAT
enumerator.
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§2. Useful Theories

There are many examples of theories in which CS problem is solvable:
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§2. Useful Theories

There are many examples of theories in which CS problem is solvable:
• the empty theory (here CS is the so-called congruence closure
problem);
• linear (rational or integer) arithmetic;
• theories axiomatizing common datatypes (lists, arrays, ...);
• theories coming from computer algebra (K-algebras, ...);
• algebraic counterparts of modal logics (i.e. theories axiomatizing
varieties of Boolean algebras with operators).
Notice that in all the above cases there is a big gap in
decidability/complexity between satisfiability of quantifier-free and
arbitrary first order formulae.
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§2. Useful Theories

McCarthy’s theory of arrays has three sorts (for arrays, index and
elements, respectively); axioms are the following:
• wr(a, i, e)[i] = e;
• wr(a, i, e)[j] = a[j] ∨ i = j;
• a = b ↔ ∀i (a[i] = b[i]).
(the last is called the extensionality axiom). Whereas the full first-order
decision problem for this theory is undecidable, the universal fragment
satisfiability is just NP.
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§2. Useful Theories
The theory of acyclic lists is axiomatized as follows:
• car(cons(x, y)) = x;
• cdr(cons(x, y)) = y;
• cons(car(x), cdr(x)) = x;
• x 6= t(x), where t is a (non empty) iterated application of car, cdr
in any order.
Again, constraint satisfiability is decidable in linear time, whereas full
first-order satisfiability is not elementary.
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§3. Combined CS: the Disjoint Case

Our main task: given algorithms for deciding constraint satisfiability in
two theories T1 , T2 (over signaturesa Σ1 , Σ2 ), how to build an
algorithm for deciding constraint satisfiability in T1 ∪ T2 ?
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§3. Combined CS: the Disjoint Case

Our main task: given algorithms for deciding constraint satisfiability in
two theories T1 , T2 (over signaturesa Σ1 , Σ2 ), how to build an
algorithm for deciding constraint satisfiability in T1 ∪ T2 ?
Let us indicate by Σ0 the common subsignature Σ1 ∩ Σ2 and let us first
analyze the following simpler case:
• Σ0 is empty (i.e. it contains just the equality predicate).
This is the case originally considered by Nelson-Oppen in 1979.

a

All our signatures are at most countable.
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§3. Combined CS: the Disjoint Case

Warning: There cannot be a general effective method for combining
decision procedures leading always to a complete algorithm:
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Warning: There cannot be a general effective method for combining
decision procedures leading always to a complete algorithm:
Theorem 0. [Bonacina, Ghilardi, Ranise, Nicolini and Zucchelli,
IJCAR 06] There are theories T1 , T2 having disjoint signatures and
decidable CS problem such that CS problem in T1 ∪ T2 is undecidable.
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§3. Combined CS: the Disjoint Case

Warning: There cannot be a general effective method for combining
decision procedures leading always to a complete algorithm:
Theorem 0. [Bonacina, Ghilardi, Ranise, Nicolini and Zucchelli,
IJCAR 06] There are theories T1 , T2 having disjoint signatures and
decidable CS problem such that CS problem in T1 ∪ T2 is undecidable.
Reason for this negative result: the fact that you are able to decide
whether a constraint Γ is satisfiable in a model of T1 does not mean
that you are able to decide whether it is satisfiable in an infinite model
of T1 . However, if T2 has only infinite models, deciding satisfiability of Γ
modulo T1 ∪ T2 requires that.
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§4. The Nelson-Oppen Method

Nelson-Oppen method (Nelson-Oppen, 1979) is the most simple
method for combining decision procedures for constraint satisfiability. It
was originally proposed for disjoint (first-order) signatures, but it can be
applied in a broader context. We summarize here the essence of
Nelson-Oppen method from an intuitive point of view.
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method for combining decision procedures for constraint satisfiability. It
was originally proposed for disjoint (first-order) signatures, but it can be
applied in a broader context. We summarize here the essence of
Nelson-Oppen method from an intuitive point of view.
Let T1 , T2 , Σ1 , Σ2 , Σ0 be as above (Σ0 is the common subsignature
which is empty and constraint satisfiability is decidable in T1 , T2 ); we fix
also a finite set of Σ1 ∪ Σ2 -literals Γ.
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Nelson-Oppen method (Nelson-Oppen, 1979) is the most simple
method for combining decision procedures for constraint satisfiability. It
was originally proposed for disjoint (first-order) signatures, but it can be
applied in a broader context. We summarize here the essence of
Nelson-Oppen method from an intuitive point of view.
Let T1 , T2 , Σ1 , Σ2 , Σ0 be as above (Σ0 is the common subsignature
which is empty and constraint satisfiability is decidable in T1 , T2 ); we fix
also a finite set of Σ1 ∪ Σ2 -literals Γ.
Checking satisfiability of T1 ∪ T2 ∪ Γ by Nelson-Oppen requires the
following phases:
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§4. The Nelson-Oppen Method

• Purification : an equi-satisfiable set of pure constraints Γ1 ∪ Γ2 is
produced (this is achieved by Purification Rule, replacing a
subterm t by a fresh variables x - the equation x = t is also added
to the current constraint); we let x0 be the variables occurring in
Γ1 ∪ Γ2 .
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T2 -constraint satisfiability procedure fairly exchange information
concerning entailed unsatisfiability of Σ0 -constraints in which at
most the variables x0 occur.
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• Purification : an equi-satisfiable set of pure constraints Γ1 ∪ Γ2 is
produced (this is achieved by Purification Rule, replacing a
subterm t by a fresh variables x - the equation x = t is also added
to the current constraint); we let x0 be the variables occurring in
Γ1 ∪ Γ2 .
• Propagation : the T1 -constraint satisfiability procedure and the
T2 -constraint satisfiability procedure fairly exchange information
concerning entailed unsatisfiability of Σ0 -constraints in which at
most the variables x0 occur.
• Until : an inconsistency is detected or a saturation state is
reached.
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§5. The Nelson-Oppen Method
To make the above schema more precise, we need some observations:
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§5. The Nelson-Oppen Method
To make the above schema more precise, we need some observations:
• About Purification : this is not problematic and requires only
linear time (little further optimizations are possible);
• About Propagation : this is also not problematic, but see below;
• About the Exit from the Loop : whereas it is evident that the
procedure is sound (if an inconsistency is detected the input
constraint is unsatisfiable), there is no guarantee at all about
completeness, in other words reaching saturation does not imply
consistency. By the above undecidability result, we know that we
need conditions to ensure completeness.
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§6. Propagation
We can implement Propagation in two ways (notice that Σ0 -atoms are
variable equations):
• Propagation (Guessing Version) : here we simply make a guess
of a Σ0 (x0 )-arrangement (namely we guess for a maximal set of
Σ0 -literals containing at most the variables x0 ) and check it for
both T1 ∪ Γ1 -consistency and T2 ∪ Γ2 -consistency.
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We can implement Propagation in two ways (notice that Σ0 -atoms are
variable equations):
• Propagation (Guessing Version) : here we simply make a guess
of a Σ0 (x0 )-arrangement (namely we guess for a maximal set of
Σ0 -literals containing at most the variables x0 ) and check it for
both T1 ∪ Γ1 -consistency and T2 ∪ Γ2 -consistency.
• Propagation (Backtracking Version) : identify a disjunction of
x0 -atoms A1 ∨ · · · ∨ An which is entailed by Ti ∪ Γi (i = 1 or 2) and
make case splitting by adding some Aj to both Γ1 , Γ2 (if none of
the A1 , . . . , An is already there). Repeat until possible.
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§7. Propagation
• An advantage of the first option is that whenever constraints are
represented not as sets of literals, but as boolean combinations of
atoms, one may combine heuristics of SMT-solvers with specific
features of the theories to be combined in order to produce
efficiently the right arrangement.
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§7. Propagation
• An advantage of the first option is that whenever constraints are
represented not as sets of literals, but as boolean combinations of
atoms, one may combine heuristics of SMT-solvers with specific
features of the theories to be combined in order to produce
efficiently the right arrangement.
• An advantage of the second option is that it works in the non
disjoint case under noetherianity hypotheses (we turn to this
below).
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§3. Propagation
• Another advantage of the second method is that the procedure
can be made deterministic in case the Ti are both Σ0 -convex (Ti
is said to be Σ0 -convex iff whenever Ti ∪ Γi entails a disjunction of
n > 1 Σ0 -atoms, then it entails one of them).
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Universal Horn theories are Σ0 -convex; by using simple properties of
convex sets, we can show that real linear arithemtic is Σ0 -convex (this
case explains the reason for the name ‘convex’).
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§3. Propagation
• Another advantage of the second method is that the procedure
can be made deterministic in case the Ti are both Σ0 -convex (Ti
is said to be Σ0 -convex iff whenever Ti ∪ Γi entails a disjunction of
n > 1 Σ0 -atoms, then it entails one of them).
Universal Horn theories are Σ0 -convex; by using simple properties of
convex sets, we can show that real linear arithemtic is Σ0 -convex (this
case explains the reason for the name ‘convex’).
From the complexity viewpoint, convexity may keep combined
problems tractable, since it avoids don’t-know nondeterminism.
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§8. Completeness
The standard requirement to gain completeness is stably infiniteness:
a theory T is said to be stably infinite iff every T -satisfiable constraint is
satisfiable in an infinite model of T (by compactness, this is the same
as requiring that every model of T embeds into an infinite model of T ).
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§8. Completeness
The standard requirement to gain completeness is stably infiniteness:
a theory T is said to be stably infinite iff every T -satisfiable constraint is
satisfiable in an infinite model of T (by compactness, this is the same
as requiring that every model of T embeds into an infinite model of T ).
Theorem 1. If T1 , T2 are both stably infinite and the shared
subsignature Σ0 is empty, then Nelson-Oppen procedure transfers
decidability of constraint satisfiability problems from T1 and T2 to
T1 ∪ T2 .
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§9. Asymmetric Approaches
Stable infiniteness requirement is sometimes a real drawback (e.g.
enumerated datatypes theories are not stably infinite!) To overcome it,
asymmetric approaches have been proposed: in these approaches,
different kind of requirements are asked for T1 and T2 .
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§9. Asymmetric Approaches
Stable infiniteness requirement is sometimes a real drawback (e.g.
enumerated datatypes theories are not stably infinite!) To overcome it,
asymmetric approaches have been proposed: in these approaches,
different kind of requirements are asked for T1 and T2 .
The Nelson-Oppen combination schema is slightly modified
accordingly.
We give here few more information on these asymmetric approaches,
which are rather simple but sometimes amazingly powerful.
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§9. Asymmetric Approaches
A theory T in the signature Σ is said to be shiny iff for every
T -satisfiable constraint Γ it is possible to compute a finite cardinal κ
such that Γ has a T -model in every cardinality λ ≥ κ.
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§9. Asymmetric Approaches
A theory T in the signature Σ is said to be shiny iff for every
T -satisfiable constraint Γ it is possible to compute a finite cardinal κ
such that Γ has a T -model in every cardinality λ ≥ κ.
Theorem 2. [Tinelli-Zarba, 03] If T1 is shiny and the shared
subsignature Σ0 is empty, then decidability of constraint satisfiability
problems transfers from T1 and T2 to T1 ∪ T2 .
Since the pure equality theory in any signature is shiny, we get:
Corollary 3. If T is any Σ-theory, then decidability of constraint
satisfiability problems transfers from T to any free extension of T in a
larger signature Ω ⊇ Σ.
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§9. Asymmetric Approaches
In verification one often needs combinations of a theory modeling the
elements with (one or more) many-sorted theories (such as lists,
arrays, sets, multisets, etc.) describing container based
data-structures. Whereas the theory describing the elements is rather
arbitrary, the theory modeling data-structures can be subject to
restrictions, provided these restrictions are met in the above mentioned
concretely used cases.
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§9. Asymmetric Approaches
In verification one often needs combinations of a theory modeling the
elements with (one or more) many-sorted theories (such as lists,
arrays, sets, multisets, etc.) describing container based
data-structures. Whereas the theory describing the elements is rather
arbitrary, the theory modeling data-structures can be subject to
restrictions, provided these restrictions are met in the above mentioned
concretely used cases.
This is the genuine motivation for taking the asymmetric approach.
The same motivation leads to extensions to the many-sorted case (see
the notion of politeness in [Ranise, Ringeissen, Zarba 05] and [Barrett,
Jovanovic 10]).
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Part II

Combined Interpolation
joint work with R. Brutomesso and S. Ranise
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Quantifier-free Interpolation

A first-order theory T has quantifier-free interpolation iff for every
quantifier free formulae φ, ψ such that ψ ∧ φ is T -unsatisfiable, there
exists a quantifier free formula θ such that:
(i) T ` ψ → θ;
(ii) θ ∧ φ is not T -satisfiable:
(iii) only variables occurring both in ψ and in φ occur in θ.1
Quantifier-free interpolants are commonly used in formal verification
during abstraction-refinement cycles (since [McMillan CAV 03], [McMillan
TACAS 04], ...).

1
Warning: in these slides we use free variables and free constants
interchangeably.
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Quantifier-free Interpolation

Many theories used in software verification have quantifier-free
interpolants:
linear real arithmetic (LA) [McMillan TACAS 04];
Presburger arithmetic (PA) [Brillout et al. IJCAR 10];
more generally, every theory having QE (but QE algorithms usually
are not efficient);
the theory (EUF) of equality with uninterpreted function symbols
[McMillan TACAS 04], [Fuchs et al. TACAS 09];
some combinations of the above like (LA)+(EUF) [McMillan TACAS
04].
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The theory AX ext of arrays with extensionality
This is an important theory in verification:
we have three sorts INDEX, ELEM, ARRAY;
besides equality, we have function symbols
rd : ARRAY × INDEX −→ ELEM,
wr : ARRAY × INDEX × ELEM −→ ARRAY

as axioms, we have
∀y , i, e.
∀y , i, j, e.
∀x, y .

rd(wr (y , i, e), i) = e

(1)

i 6= j ⇒ rd(wr (y , i, e), j) = rd(y , j)

(2)

x 6= y ⇒ (∃i. rd(x, i) 6= rd(y , i))

(3)
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Unfortunately, AX ext does not have interpolation, witness the following
well-known counterexample (due to Ranjit Jhala).
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The theory AX ext of arrays with extensionality

Unfortunately, AX ext does not have interpolation, witness the following
well-known counterexample (due to Ranjit Jhala).

A := {a = wr (b, i, e)}
B := {rd(a, j1 ) 6= rd(b, j1 ), rd(a, j2 ) 6= rd(b, j2 ), j1 6= j2 }

Take ψ, φ to be the conjunctions of the literals from A, B, respectively.
Then ψ ∧ φ is AX ext -unsatisfiable, but no quantifier-free interpolant exists
(notice that it should mention only a, b).
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Since AX ext does not have quantifier-free interpolants, we propose the
following variant, which we call AX diff . We add a further symbol in the
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Since AX ext does not have quantifier-free interpolants, we propose the
following variant, which we call AX diff . We add a further symbol in the
signature
diff : ARRAY × ARRAY −→ INDEX
We replace the extensionality axiom (3) by its skolemization
∀x, y .

x 6= y ⇒ rd(x, diff(x, y )) 6= rd(y , diff(x, y ))

Theorem (BGR RTA ’11)
The theory AX diff has quantifier-free interpolation.
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We investigate when quantifier-free interpolation transfers to combined
theories (we assume signature disjointness).
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Our main concern
We investigate when quantifier-free interpolation transfers to combined
theories (we assume signature disjointness).

There are combination results [Yorsh-Musuvathi CADE 05], but often
quantifier-free interpolation does not transfer to combined theories: for
instance, in (PA)+(EUF) interpolants require quantifiers [Brillout et al.
IJCAR 10].

We shall first take a semantic approach to clarify the situation. To simplify
the matter, we assume that our theories are axiomatized via a universal set
of axioms.

Amalgamation

Definition
A theory T has the amalgamation property iff whenever we are given
models M1 and M2 of T and a common submodel A of them, there
exists a further model M of T endowed with embeddings µ1 : M1 −→ M
and µ2 : M2 −→ M whose restrictions to |A| coincide.
A?

- M1
?

µ1
?

?

M2- µ - M
2

Amalgamation

Recall the definition of an embeddings: µ : M −→ N :
injective map µ : M −→ N among supports;
preserves operations
µ(f M (m1 , . . . , mn )) = f N (µ(m1 ), . . . , µ(mn )) ;
preserves and reflects relations
(m1 , . . . , mn ) ∈ P M iff (µ(m1 ), . . . , µ(mn )) ∈ P N .

Amalgamation

Theorem (Bacsich 75)
A (universal) theory T has the amalgamation property iff it has
quantifier-free interpolation.

Our next goal is to learn how to use this theorem, both for negative and
for positive results.
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M1 ←- A ,→ M2
We can take as M the model having the union of the supports of
M1 , M2 as support; µ1 , µ2 will be inclusions
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The interpretation of a function symbol f in M is obtained by extending
f M1 ∪ f M2 to a total function in any arbitrary way.

Amalgamation

Of course we haven’t obtained an interpolation algorithm in this way, but
we proved that quantifier-free interpolation holds and hence also that an
algorithm exists (in the worst case, we can use brute enumeration as
constraint satisfiability is decidable in (EUF)).
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We used this strategy for AX diff : first, we showed amalgamation and
then we refined our result and converted it into a real refined algorithm.

Amalgamation

Of course we haven’t obtained an interpolation algorithm in this way, but
we proved that quantifier-free interpolation holds and hence also that an
algorithm exists (in the worst case, we can use brute enumeration as
constraint satisfiability is decidable in (EUF)).

We used this strategy for AX diff : first, we showed amalgamation and
then we refined our result and converted it into a real refined algorithm.

Semantic arguments can be used also to prove that interpolants may not
exist, as we show below.

Amalgamation

Consider the theory of an equivalence relation ≈
∀x x ≈ x

∀x, y (x ≈ y → y ≈ x) ∀x, y , z (x ≈ y ∧ y ≈ z → x ≈ z)

enriched by an extra axiom saying that either there are at most two
equivalence classes or each equivalence class has at most two elements
∀x, y , z (x ≈ y ∨ y ≈ z ∨ x ≈ z) ∨
∨ ∀x, y , z (x ≈ y ∧ y ≈ z → x = y ∨ y = z ∨ x = z)

Amalgamation
model A = black points;
model M1 = black+red points;
model M2 = black+ blue points.

Amalgamation is impossible!

Amalgamation

Using diagrams, we can transform this into a counterexample for
quantifier-free interpolation:

a1 ≈ a2 ∧ a1 6= a2 ∧ a1 6≈ c1 ∧ a1 6≈ d1

(4)

c1 ≈ c2 ∧ d1 ≈ d2 ∧ c1 6= c2 ∧ d1 6= d2 ∧ c1 6≈ d1

(5)

b ≈ d1 ∧ b 6= d1 ∧ b 6= d2

(6)

We have that (4) ∧ (5) is T -inconsistent with (6) ∧ (5), but no
quantifier-free interpolant exists.

Strong Amalgamation
We need a stronger form of amalgamation for combined interpolation:

Definition
A theory T has the strong amalgamation property iff whenever we are
given models M1 and M2 of T and a common submodel A of them,
there exists a further model M of T endowed with embeddings
µ1 : M1 −→ M and µ2 : M2 −→ M whose restrictions to |A| coincide.
Moreover, the embeddings µ1 , µ2 satisfy the following additional condition:
if for some m1 , m2 we have µ1 (m1 ) = µ2 (m2 ), then there exists an
element a in |A| such that m1 = a = m2 .
No identification is made in the amalgamated model!

Strong Amalgamation
Consider the pure equality theory T endowed with an extra axiom saying
that there are at most two elements:
∀x, y , z (x = y ∨ x = z ∨ y = z)
This is amalgamable but not strongly amalgamable: to amalgamate we
need to identify the red and the blue elements.

Strong Amalgamation
All this has a bad effect in case we add free predicate or function symbols:
if in the above, we add a predicate P and we interpret it as the pure ‘red’
region (i.e. as |M1 | \ |A|) amalgamation becomes impossible because we
cannot make merging anymore.
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Strong Amalgamation
All this has a bad effect in case we add free predicate or function symbols:
if in the above, we add a predicate P and we interpret it as the pure ‘red’
region (i.e. as |M1 | \ |A|) amalgamation becomes impossible because we
cannot make merging anymore.

This is responsible of the failure of combined interpolation; an explicit
couterexample (coming from diagrams) is
P(a) ∧ a 6= c ∧ c 6= b ∧ ¬P(b).

This situation is general as the following results show:

Strong Amalgamation
Theorem (BGR IJCAR ’12)
Let T be a universal theory admitting quantifier-free interpolation and Σ
be a signature disjoint from the signature of T containing at least a unary
predicate symbol. Then, T ∪ EUF (Σ) has quantifier-free interpolation iff
T has the strong amalgamation property.
Here you are the relevant modularity result:

Theorem (BGR IJCAR ’12)
Let T1 and T2 be two universal, stably infinite theories over disjoint
signatures Σ1 and Σ2 . If both T1 and T2 have the strong amalgamation
property, then so does T1 ∪ T2 . In particular, T1 ∪ T2 admits
quantifier-free interpolation.

Strong Amalgamation
In verification theory, people uses the following stronger property for a
theory T :

Strong Amalgamation
In verification theory, people uses the following stronger property for a
theory T :

Definition
Let T be a theory in a signature Σ; we say that T has the general
quantifier-free interpolation property iff for every signature Σ0 (disjoint
from Σ) and for every ground Σ ∪ Σ0 -formulæ φ, ψ such that φ ∧ ψ is
T -unsatisfiable, there is a ground formula θ such that:
(i) T ` ψ → θ;
(ii) θ ∧ φ is not T -satisfiable:
(iii) all predicate, constants and function symbols from Σ0
occurring in θ occur also in φ and in ψ.

Strong Amalgamation
This property implies quantifier-free interpolation property for the
combined theory T ∪ EUF (Σ0 ) and looks stronger than it. Nevertheless,
we have
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This property implies quantifier-free interpolation property for the
combined theory T ∪ EUF (Σ0 ) and looks stronger than it. Nevertheless,
we have

Theorem
A universal theory T has the general quantifier free interpolation property
iff it is strongly amalgamable.

Strong Amalgamation
This property implies quantifier-free interpolation property for the
combined theory T ∪ EUF (Σ0 ) and looks stronger than it. Nevertheless,
we have

Theorem
A universal theory T has the general quantifier free interpolation property
iff it is strongly amalgamable.

Thus, the interpolation property commonly used in verification
corresponds to strong amalgamability (not just to plain amalgamability).

Strong Amalgamation Syntactically
For computational purposes, it is essential to have a syntactic
characterization of strong amalgamability in order to design combined
interpolation algorithms.
NOTATION. Given two finite tuples t ≡ t1 , . . . , tn and v ≡ v1 , . . . , vm of
terms,
the notation t ∩ v 6= ∅ stands for the formula

n _
m
_

(ti = vj ).

i=1 j=1

We use t 1 t 2 to denote the juxtaposition of the two tuples t 1 and t 2 of
terms. So, for example, t 1 t 2 ∩ v 6= ∅ is equivalent to
(t 1 ∩ v 6= ∅) ∨ (t 2 ∩ v 6= ∅) .

Strong Amalgamation Syntactically

Definition
A theory T is equality interpolating iff it has the quantifier-free
interpolation property and satisfies the following condition:
for every quintuple x, y 1 , z 1 , y 2 , z 2 of tuples of variables and pair of
quantifier-free formulae δ1 (x, z 1 , y 1 ) and δ2 (x, z 2 , y 2 ) such that
δ1 (x, z 1 , y 1 ) ∧ δ2 (x, z 2 , y 2 ) `T y 1 ∩ y 2 6= ∅

(7)

there exists a tuple v (x) of terms (called interpolant terms) such that
δ1 (x, z 1 , y 1 ) ∧ δ2 (x, z 2 , y 2 ) `T y 1 y 2 ∩ v 6= ∅ .

(8)

Strong Amalgamation Syntactically
As an example, consider IDL (= the theory of integers under zero,
successor, predecessor, ordering). We have
3 ≤ a1 < 5 ∧ 3 ≤ a2 < 5 ∧ 3 ≤ b < 5 ` a1 a2 ∩ b 6= ∅
and in fact for ground v = 3, 4
3 ≤ a1 < 5 ∧ 3 ≤ a2 < 5 ∧ 3 ≤ b < 5 ` a1 a2 b ∩ v 6= ∅.
The following result is useful in order to find examples:

Strong Amalgamation Syntactically
As an example, consider IDL (= the theory of integers under zero,
successor, predecessor, ordering). We have
3 ≤ a1 < 5 ∧ 3 ≤ a2 < 5 ∧ 3 ≤ b < 5 ` a1 a2 ∩ b 6= ∅
and in fact for ground v = 3, 4
3 ≤ a1 < 5 ∧ 3 ≤ a2 < 5 ∧ 3 ≤ b < 5 ` a1 a2 b ∩ v 6= ∅.
The following result is useful in order to find examples:

Theorem
A universal theory admitting quantifier elimination is equality interpolating.

Strong Amalgamation Syntactically
The main result is now the following:

Theorem (BGR IJCAR ’12)
A universal theory T has the strong amalgamation property iff it is
equality interpolating.

We are now in the position of making a large list of theories that can be
combined while keeping quantifier-free interpolation property (all these
theories are universal, stably infinite and strongly amalgamable/equality
interpolating).

Strong Amalgamation Syntactically
LA, IDL, UTVPI: show universal quantifier eliminating
axiomatization;
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LA, IDL, UTVPI: show universal quantifier eliminating
axiomatization;
PA (but with integer division modulo n, each n): idem;
acyclic lists: idem;
EUF: (easy) ad hoc argument;
RDS (recursive data structures): by reduction to the previous case;
AX diff : (non trivial) ad hoc argument
...

Strong Amalgamation Syntactically
LA, IDL, UTVPI: show universal quantifier eliminating
axiomatization;
PA (but with integer division modulo n, each n): idem;
acyclic lists: idem;
EUF: (easy) ad hoc argument;
RDS (recursive data structures): by reduction to the previous case;
AX diff : (non trivial) ad hoc argument
...
For convex theories, our notion of equality interpolating theory coincides
with [YM] one, so all examples from there can be imported. Relationship
between equality interpolating property and suitable variants of Beth
definability property can be shown.

Combined Interpolation Algorithm

We show here how to exploit equality interpolation in order to design a
combined interpolation algorithm. We shall keep our exposition at a high
and informal level.
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and we suppose we have for both of them modules for deciding
satisfiability of quantifier-free formulae, extracting interpolants from
refutations, computing interpolant terms, etc.

Combined Interpolation Algorithm

We show here how to exploit equality interpolation in order to design a
combined interpolation algorithm. We shall keep our exposition at a high
and informal level.
We fix two equality interpolating Σ1 , Σ2 -theories T1 , T2 (Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = ∅)
and we suppose we have for both of them modules for deciding
satisfiability of quantifier-free formulae, extracting interpolants from
refutations, computing interpolant terms, etc.
We also
V
Vfix finite sets of quantifiers-free formulae A, B such that
A ∧ B is not T1 ∪ T2 -satisfiable.

Combined Interpolation Algorithm
Conventions, notations and free assumptions on A, B:
we replace variables with free constants;
we assume that all atoms occurring in it are pure, i.e. either Σ1 - or
Σ2 -atoms;
constants, literals, formulae, etc. are called transparent if they contain
either only free constants from A or only free constants from B;
we shall manipulate only ground formulae built up from pure and
transparent atoms;
constants, literals, formulae, etc. are called shared if they contain
only free constants occurring both in A and in B;
we call Ai (i = 1, 2) the set of Σi -literals that belong to A (same for
Bi ).

Combined Interpolation Algorithm

The following operation can be freely performed. Take a pure and
transparent literal L (let it e.g. contain only A-symbols), make a case-split
and add L or ¬L to A (case-split interpolants can be combined).
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The following operation can be freely performed. Take a pure and
transparent literal L (let it e.g. contain only A-symbols), make a case-split
and add L or ¬L to A (case-split interpolants can be combined).
Call A-relevant (resp. B-relevant) the atoms occurring in A (resp. in B)
plus equalities between transparent free constants. Because of
Nelson-Oppen results, A ∪ B is consistent if (i) Ai ∪ Bi (i = 1, 2) are both
Ti -consistent; (ii) all A-relevant and B-relevant atoms are decided; (iii)
non transparent equalities between free constants are decided as well.
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The following operation can be freely performed. Take a pure and
transparent literal L (let it e.g. contain only A-symbols), make a case-split
and add L or ¬L to A (case-split interpolants can be combined).
Call A-relevant (resp. B-relevant) the atoms occurring in A (resp. in B)
plus equalities between transparent free constants. Because of
Nelson-Oppen results, A ∪ B is consistent if (i) Ai ∪ Bi (i = 1, 2) are both
Ti -consistent; (ii) all A-relevant and B-relevant atoms are decided; (iii)
non transparent equalities between free constants are decided as well.
So the problem is just how to decide non-transparent equalities between
free constants. These cannot be added explicitly to A and B.

Combined Interpolation Algorithm
Suppose that we decided all relevant literals and that we implicitly decided
all non transparent equalities negatively, i.e. we decided that a = b never
holds whenever the equality a = b is not transparent.

Combined Interpolation Algorithm
Suppose that we decided all relevant literals and that we implicitly decided
all non transparent equalities negatively, i.e. we decided that a = b never
holds whenever the equality a = b is not transparent.
By the above, since A ∪ B is supposed not to be consistent, we must have
that Ai ∧ Bi ∪ (a ∩ b = ∅) is not Ti -consistent for some i = 1, 2 (we let
a = a1 , . . . , an be from A and b = b1 , . . . , bm be from B)

Combined Interpolation Algorithm
Suppose that we decided all relevant literals and that we implicitly decided
all non transparent equalities negatively, i.e. we decided that a = b never
holds whenever the equality a = b is not transparent.
By the above, since A ∪ B is supposed not to be consistent, we must have
that Ai ∧ Bi ∪ (a ∩ b = ∅) is not Ti -consistent for some i = 1, 2 (we let
a = a1 , . . . , an be from A and b = b1 , . . . , bm be from B)
Thus we have that
Ai ∪ Bi `Ti (a ∩ b 6= ∅)
(with Ai ∪ Bi alone Ti -consistent, otherwise we have our interpolant).

Combined Interpolation Algorithm
Since Ti is equality interpolating, there must exist shared Σi -ground terms
v ≡ v1 , . . . , vp such that
Ai ∪ Bi `Ti (a ∩ v 6= ∅) ∨ (b ∩ v 6= ∅).

Combined Interpolation Algorithm
Since Ti is equality interpolating, there must exist shared Σi -ground terms
v ≡ v1 , . . . , vp such that
Ai ∪ Bi `Ti (a ∩ v 6= ∅) ∨ (b ∩ v 6= ∅).
Thus the union of Ai ∪ {a ∩ v = ∅} and of Bi ∪ {b ∩ v = ∅} is not
Ti -satisfiable and invoking the available interpolation algorithm for Ti , we
can compute a ground shared Σi -formula θ such that
A `Ti θ ∨ a ∩ v 6= ∅

and θ ∧ B `Ti b ∩ v 6= ∅.

Combined Interpolation Algorithm
Since Ti is equality interpolating, there must exist shared Σi -ground terms
v ≡ v1 , . . . , vp such that
Ai ∪ Bi `Ti (a ∩ v 6= ∅) ∨ (b ∩ v 6= ∅).
Thus the union of Ai ∪ {a ∩ v = ∅} and of Bi ∪ {b ∩ v = ∅} is not
Ti -satisfiable and invoking the available interpolation algorithm for Ti , we
can compute a ground shared Σi -formula θ such that
A `Ti θ ∨ a ∩ v 6= ∅

and θ ∧ B `Ti b ∩ v 6= ∅.

By case-split, we have n ∗ p + m ∗ p alternatives in order to
non-deterministically update A, B. For the first n ∗ p alternatives, we add
some ai = vj (for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ p) to A. For the last m ∗ p
alternatives, we add θ to A and some {θ, bi = vj } to B (for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
1 ≤ j ≤ p).

Combined Interpolation Algorithm

The key observation is that in all alternative there is a non-shared constant
a ∈ A (or b ∈ B) that becomes ‘morally shared’, in the sense that the
updated A (resp. B) contains a = v (resp. b = v ) for some shared v .
Morally shared constants are in fact shared for practical purposes, because
it can be shown that they can be eliminated (by replacement with shared
terms) from interpolants.

Combined Interpolation Algorithm

The key observation is that in all alternative there is a non-shared constant
a ∈ A (or b ∈ B) that becomes ‘morally shared’, in the sense that the
updated A (resp. B) contains a = v (resp. b = v ) for some shared v .
Morally shared constants are in fact shared for practical purposes, because
it can be shown that they can be eliminated (by replacement with shared
terms) from interpolants.
Thus, in the end, if we exhaustively apply case-split and the above
procedure making constants shared, we must result in a situation where
Ai ∪ Bi is Ti -inconsistent (for some i = 1, 2) and thus interpolants can be
computed.

Part III

Combined CS: the Non-Disjoint
Case
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§1. Nelson-Oppen Schema Revisited
Let T1 be a Σ1 -theory and T2 be a Σ2 -theory; now the common
subsignature Σ0 := Σ1 ∩ Σ2 is not assumed to be empty anymore.
We nevertheless try to apply the (plain symmetric) Nelson-Oppen
combination schema:
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§1. Nelson-Oppen Schema Revisited
Let T1 be a Σ1 -theory and T2 be a Σ2 -theory; now the common
subsignature Σ0 := Σ1 ∩ Σ2 is not assumed to be empty anymore.
We nevertheless try to apply the (plain symmetric) Nelson-Oppen
combination schema:
• Purification : no problem, goes as in the disjoint case (but further
optimizations are possible);
• Propagation : how to do it in a terminating way ??
• Completeness : even more problematic than before ...
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§1. Nelson-Oppen Schema Revisited
The most simple method for avoiding the non-termination risk is to
assume that there is a Σ0 -theory T0 contained in both T1 , T2 which is
effectively locally finite: this means that Σ0 is finite and that, given a
finite set of variables x0 , there are only finitely many Σ0 (x0 )-terms up
to T0 -equivalence. Representative terms for each equivalence class
should also be computable.
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§1. Nelson-Oppen Schema Revisited
The most simple method for avoiding the non-termination risk is to
assume that there is a Σ0 -theory T0 contained in both T1 , T2 which is
effectively locally finite: this means that Σ0 is finite and that, given a
finite set of variables x0 , there are only finitely many Σ0 (x0 )-terms up
to T0 -equivalence. Representative terms for each equivalence class
should also be computable.
If effective local finiteness of a shared theory T0 is assumed, the total
amount of exchangeable information is finite. Propagation can be still
implemented by guessing (guess a maximal set of Σ0 (x0 )-literals) or
by backtracking (make case-split on disjunctions of Σ0 (x0 )-atoms that
are not entailed by both current purified constraints).
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§1. Nelson-Oppen Schema Revisited
We still have to identify sufficient conditions for completeness. To this
aim it is sufficient to analyze carefully the stable infiniteness
requirement and the completeness proof in the disjoint case.
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§1. Nelson-Oppen Schema Revisited
We still have to identify sufficient conditions for completeness. To this
aim it is sufficient to analyze carefully the stable infiniteness
requirement and the completeness proof in the disjoint case.
T stably infinite means that every model of T embeds into a model of
T ∪ T0∗ , where T0∗ is the model completion of a shared subtheory T0 (T0
is the pure theory of equality in the empty signature in the disjoint
case).
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§1. Nelson-Oppen Schema Revisited

Definition. Let T0 ⊆ T be theories in signatures Σ0 ⊆ Σ; suppose
also that T0 is universal and has a model completion T0∗ . We say that T
is T0 -compatible iff every model of T embeds into a model of T ∪ T0∗ .
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Definition. Let T0 ⊆ T be theories in signatures Σ0 ⊆ Σ; suppose
also that T0 is universal and has a model completion T0∗ . We say that T
is T0 -compatible iff every model of T embeds into a model of T ∪ T0∗ .
We recall that T0∗ being a model completion of a universal T0 ⊆ T0∗
means that: (i) every model of T0 embeds into a model of T0∗ ; (ii) T0∗
has quantifier elimination.
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§1. Nelson-Oppen Schema Revisited

Definition. Let T0 ⊆ T be theories in signatures Σ0 ⊆ Σ; suppose
also that T0 is universal and has a model completion T0∗ . We say that T
is T0 -compatible iff every model of T embeds into a model of T ∪ T0∗ .
We recall that T0∗ being a model completion of a universal T0 ⊆ T0∗
means that: (i) every model of T0 embeds into a model of T0∗ ; (ii) T0∗
has quantifier elimination.
Examples can be easily found in standard model theory textbooks.
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§1. Nelson-Oppen Schema Revisited
We are now ready for a first formulation of the combination theorem in
the non-disjoint case:
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§1. Nelson-Oppen Schema Revisited
We are now ready for a first formulation of the combination theorem in
the non-disjoint case:
Theorem 4. [G. 03] Suppose that there is an effectively locally finite
and universal Σ0 -subtheory T0 of T1 and T2 which also admits a model
completion. If T1 , T2 are both T0 -compatible, then Nelson-Oppen
procedure transfers decidability of constraint satisfiability problems
from T1 and T2 to T1 ∪ T2 .
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§1. Nelson-Oppen Schema Revisited
As a Corollary of the above Theorem, one can easily deduce the
decidability transfer result for global consequence relation to fusions of
modal logics (Wolter 1999).
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§1. Nelson-Oppen Schema Revisited
As a Corollary of the above Theorem, one can easily deduce the
decidability transfer result for global consequence relation to fusions of
modal logics (Wolter 1999).
This is because: (i) deciding global consequence relation in a modal
logic means deciding constraint satisfiability in the corresponding
variety of Boolean algebras with operators; (ii) fusion of modal logics
corresponds to union of the equational theories axiomatizing such
varieties; (iii) any equational theory axiomatizing a variety of Boolean
algebras with operators is BA-compatible (here BA is the theory of
Boolean algebras).
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§2. Termination by Noetherianity.
The local finiteness requirement ensures termination of the
Nelson-Oppen algorithm. If we implement Propagation by
backtracking, we can get termination by a requirement that is weaker
than local finiteness:
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§2. Termination by Noetherianity.
The local finiteness requirement ensures termination of the
Nelson-Oppen algorithm. If we implement Propagation by
backtracking, we can get termination by a requirement that is weaker
than local finiteness:
Definition. A Σ0 -theory T0 is Noetherian if and only if for every finite
set of variables x0 , every infinite ascending chain
Θ1 ⊆ Θ2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Θn ⊆ · · ·
of sets of ground Σ0 (x0 )-atoms is eventually constant modulo T0 (i.e.
V
there is an n such that T0 |= Θn → A, for every natural number m
and atom A ∈ Θm ).
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§2. Termination by Noetherianity.
The above definition is suggested by algebraic examples.
Typically, if T0 is any equational theory axiomatizing a variety in which
finitely generated algebras are finitely presented, then T is noetherian.
Thus, the theory of K-algebras (for a field K), of R-modules (for a
noetherian ring R), of abelian groups and semigroups, etc. are
noetherian (for applications to verification, this means in particular that
linear - integer or real - arithmetic is noetherian, provided ordering is
dropped in the signature).
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The above definition is suggested by algebraic examples.
Typically, if T0 is any equational theory axiomatizing a variety in which
finitely generated algebras are finitely presented, then T is noetherian.
Thus, the theory of K-algebras (for a field K), of R-modules (for a
noetherian ring R), of abelian groups and semigroups, etc. are
noetherian (for applications to verification, this means in particular that
linear - integer or real - arithmetic is noetherian, provided ordering is
dropped in the signature).
An argument based on König Lemma shows that Propagation
(implemented through backtracking) must eventually halt if T0 is
noetherian.
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§2. Termination by Noetherianity.
However, it is not true that Noetherianity of T0 and T0 -compatibility of
both T1 , T2 are sufficient for a decidability transfer result (there are
counterexamples: the trouble is that one may not be able to realize that
Propagation is over).
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§2. Termination by Noetherianity.
However, it is not true that Noetherianity of T0 and T0 -compatibility of
both T1 , T2 are sufficient for a decidability transfer result (there are
counterexamples: the trouble is that one may not be able to realize that
Propagation is over).
Definition. Let T0 ⊆ T be theories in signatures Σ0 ⊆ Σ; given a
Σ-constraint Γ and a finite set of free variables x0 , a T0 -basis for Γ
w.r.t. x0 is a finite set ∆ of positive Σ0 (x0 )-clauses such that
V
- T |= Γ → C, for all C ∈ ∆ and
V
V
- if T |= Γ → C then T0 |= ∆ → C, for every positive
Σ0 (x0 )-clause C.
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§2. Termination by Noetherianity.
If T0 is noetherian, one can prove that T0 -bases exist for every Γ, but
we must ensure that they are computable:
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effectively Noetherian extension of T0 if and only if T0 is Noetherian
and T0 -bases are computable (for all Γ and x0 ).
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If T0 is noetherian, one can prove that T0 -bases exist for every Γ, but
we must ensure that they are computable:
Definition. Let T0 ⊆ T be theories in signatures Σ0 ⊆ Σ; T is an
effectively Noetherian extension of T0 if and only if T0 is Noetherian
and T0 -bases are computable (for all Γ and x0 ).
When ‘good’ decision procedures (e.g. decision procedures based on
some rewriting/completion mechanism) are available for constraint
satisfiability in T , then one may extract T0 -bases out of them (such an
extraction might require little extra work).
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§2. Termination by Noetherianity.

Theorem 5. [Ghilardi, Nicolini and Zucchelli, FroCoS 05] Constraint
satisfiability problem for T1 ∪ T2 is decidable in case:
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Theorem 5. [Ghilardi, Nicolini and Zucchelli, FroCoS 05] Constraint
satisfiability problem for T1 ∪ T2 is decidable in case:
(i) constraint satisfiability problems for T1 and T2 are decidable;
(ii) T0 is noetherian and T1 , T2 are effective noetherian extensions of
T0 ;
(iii) for i = 1, 2, a Ti is T0 -compatible.
Examples of applications of this Theorem as well as substantial further
development can be found in papers by Nicolini, Ringeissen,
Rusinowitch [CADE 09, TACAS 09, FroCoS 09].
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